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Julian, Dick, Anne, George and Timmy the dog find excitement and adventure wherever they go in
Enid Blyton's most popular series. When the Famous Five discover a mysterious trunk during a
camping trip to Kirrin Island they suspect smugglers. But then they hear a child's scream in the
middle of the night! Who else is on the island - and why? This edition features the original cover art
and inside illustrations by Eileen Soper

Reviews of the Five Run Away Together by Enid Blyton

Zeks Horde
The Famous Five were childhood favorites and reading them to my kids brings back mixed
memories. This book follows the model for all the books, and has the kids back to Kirrin Island
again. I think the later books largely avoided this setting, but this time they actually run away there
and stay. I find it interesting and amusing to read now because it amazes me that George`s parents
would desert the children even though Aunt Fanny was `very sick` (with an unspecified but
hospitalizable illness).
I can understand a night or 2 but essentially it was like `can`t come back for a week, sorry` and `no
you can`t come and visit us in this hospital that you`re mother is in because no reason`. I mean, it
all seemed arbitrary and a little cruel on some level. The adults would all be arrested for
abandonment in modern times.
Also, it was quite shocking to hear the children being so verbally and physically abusive to other
children. I appreciate that Edgar was not the nicest young boy around, but the children
psychologically attack him and then end up restraining him in a dungeon and it is all portrayed as
justifiable by Blyton, who has a very shaky grip on morality in this story.
But then can you really take an adventure book of this sort seriously. No, not really. And it is still
pretty good fun and it all ends swimmingly with the children going back to the island to continue
their holiday once the evil Sticks have been jailed and Edgar presumably orphaned. To cap it all off,
the little 6 year old girl who the Famous Five had just saved from international people smugglers, is
allowed to stay on the island immediately after being rescued. Talk about abnegation of parental
responsibility. its so bad its hilarious.Ahh, we live in different times.
Gaeuney
Five Run Away Together (Famous Five Classic)

Even tho this book is old it isn't out dated. The story is exciting and fun. My 7 year old loves all of
the Famous Five books. There is a hint of danger but also the children are resourseful and make
sound, safe choices. In this one George's mother is taken to the hospital and her father goes along
leaving the kids with the temporary house keeper Mrs Stick. She and her son are mean and sneaky
so the children run away to Kirrin Island until George's parents return. While out there they uncover
a wicket plot and foil the bad guys who are familiar characters. This is the third story in the series, I
ordered 4 more so we can read about the other exciting adventures. Because they are in England at
an earlier time some words are different for us, but that is part of the fun because we can learn new
sayings and experiment with new ways of saying things. My son loves words and enjoys the
phraseology as well as the plot and the three dimensional characters.
Iraraeal
After a friend from the UK told me about Enid Blyton we started reading her Famous Five book oneand our grandson was hooked! He can't wait to start the next one after finishing one. The
combination of kids solving a mystery each time and TIMMY the big dog is unbeatable for a ten year
old boy.
Deodorant for your language
For those wanting to see how the famous five stack up in today's world, I think that you will be
pleasantly surprised. These books are holding my interest today as they did many, many years
before this. Enjoyable light reading now, but still holds up.
My recommendation is to buy the whole series.
fabscf
I loved reading Famous Five as a child and was very eager for my daughter (10) to begin the series.
I particularly wanted my daughter to read proper English dialog and grammar to improve on her
own writing skills. Unfortunately, I was very disappointed with the amount of spelling and grammar
mistakes in this book, I am looking to buy the rest of the series on Hardcover. I especially purchased
the Kindle Fire for my daughter so she would read more. It is important that books like this have
proper spelling and grammar.

Chankane
Cool adventures with friends! Easy fun reads!
Bralore
I love the Famous Five books when I was a child. I read them all and I was sad when the series
finished. My daughter is a reluctant reader and I thought this book would get her hooked, just like it
did with me. However, I was very disappointed when it arrived. The writing is too small (size 6 or
8?) for a young child to read and enjoy. There is only small spacing between the lines. The binding
of the book is very cheap. It almost looks like it is home printed. I can already tell that my daughter
won't read this book. I was a lot luckier when I received the book printed in England.
I read this to my 8-year old at bedtime and she loves it! I love it too, to be honest;-)!
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